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Sustainability Guide:

An Approach to Sustainability



What is Sustainability?

� We define “sustainability” as…

a country’s ongoing maintenance and support of a routine virologic and 

epidemiologic influenza surveillance system.



Why is a sustainability plan important?

� Developing a sustainability plan is a critical part of the transition to a sustainable system. 

� Development and implementation of a detailed sustainability plan is also an expectation that is 

outlined in the Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA). 

� The plan will take into account the five-year assessment of your program’s current capacity for 

routine surveillance systems for seasonal, novel, and pandemic influenza as well as assist with 

developing a long term vision and plan for how to maintain your system in the future. 



Why is a sustainability plan important (cont’d)?

A written plan can provide overarching guidance for your initiative over time. A plan 

can help your organization: 

� Decrease reliance on CDC funding. 

� Make adjustments to current systems (e.g. # of sites, sampling, specimen testing, etc.). 

� Sustain systems using government funds. 

� Achieve or maintain NIC status.

� Obtain input and agreement from key stakeholders (i.e. MOH, WHO, etc.). 

� Make the best use of human capital, funding and other resources to achieve your objectives. 

� Develop strategies for long-term success. 



When should a sustainability plan be 

developed?

A sustainability plan should be developed within the first year and a half 

of the sustainability cooperative agreement. 

You should convene a team of stakeholders to help develop a written 

plan.  

This plan should be updated and reviewed yearly as things change.



SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK



CDC International Influenza Program Sustainability Framework
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SUSTAINABILITY ELEMENTS



ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY [OC]

o Locating champions within your organization.

o Maintaining core staff with sufficient expertise to 

execute the essential operations of your 

program, sites, and laboratories.

o Aligning your program’s mission and goals with 

that of the larger organizational unit.

o Identifying opportunities to share staff and 

physical resources across sentinel sites and 

laboratories.

ORGANIZATIONAL 

CAPACITY

OC

Internal resources and support needed to effectively manage your program

Questions to consider:

� What aspects of the program are most important to sustain if it is not possible to 

maintain the entire program?

� Are the program’s missions, goals, and objectives clearly articulated and specified?



STRATEGIC PLANNING [SP]

o Ensuring implementation plans clearly outline 

roles and responsibilities for program staff, 

stakeholders, partners, and other collaborators

o Regularly assessing the plan and making 

changes as needed.

o Achieving and/or maintaining NIC Status.

Systematic process that guides your program’s direction, goals, and strategies

Questions to consider:

� Are the program’s goals understood by stakeholders, partners, and collaborators?

� Does the program plan for future resource needs?
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PARTNERSHIPS [P]

o Identifying organizations and individuals who 

are not currently involved in program efforts.

o Securing political advocates that understand 

and promote your program.

o Identifying and implementing strategies for 

communicating with your Ministry, partners, 

collaborators, and other stakeholders on a 

regular basis (e.g. weekly reports, newsletters, 

etc.).

Establish and foster connections between your program and its stakeholders

Questions to consider:

� Are national/local leaders involved with the program?

� Is there political support from outside of the organization?

P
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FUNDING [F]

o Outlining both long-term and short-term goals 

for transitioning your portfolio of funding to 

other sources with a major commitment from 

the National government.

o Ensuring your funding plan adapts to trends, 

emergent funding opportunities, and 

unanticipated shortfalls.

o Identifying and fostering partnership 

opportunities well ahead of any specific funding 

opportunities.

Establishing a financial base for your program

Questions to consider:

� Does the program exist in a supportive economic climate?

� Does the program implement policies to help ensure sustained funding?

� Does leadership (of the Institute) understand that the sustainability cooperative 

agreement is meant to gradually decrease CDC funding over five years?

FUNDING
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COMMUNICATIONS [Co]

o Communicating your program’s successes to 

policymakers, individuals, collaborators, and 

partners in a language that is understandable.

o Developing a communications plan that actively 

communicates the goals, successes, and 

necessity of the program to a variety of 

audiences.

o Weekly/monthly surveillance reports.

Conveying information to stakeholders and the public about your program

Questions to consider:

� Does the program have communication strategies to  generate and maintain public 

support?

� Does the program demonstrate its value to policymakers and the public?

COMMUNICATIONS

Co



PROGRAM EVALUATION [PE]

o Adjusting strategies according to the current 

program and recommended practices.

o Collecting and sharing relevant data among 

program staff and partners at the local, national 

and global level. This includes reporting test 

results and demonstrating accountability to 

decision-makers and partners.

o Regularly using evaluation results to assess 

effectiveness of program components and 

adjusting as needed to maintain overall 

program strength.

Analyzing your program for effectiveness and efficiency

Questions to consider:

� Do the evaluation results inform program planning and implementation?

� Does the program adapt strategies as needed?

� Have you published a manuscript based on your data?
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SUSTAINABILITY GUIDE



What is the sustainability guide?

The sustainability guide includes a set of worksheets to help you through the 

process of understanding sustainability and developing a sustainability plan for 

your program.

Some of the worksheets you will be encouraged to complete are below…

A. Ideal Surveillance System and Budget 

B. Program Summary 

C. Overview of Sustainability Planning Process 

D. Key Elements for Sustainability 

E. Objectives, Rationale, Action Steps, Timeframe, and Resources

F. Proposed Surveillance System and Budget 



Sustainability Guide: Introduction

• Introduction/Cover Sheet.

• Outlines the contents in the Guide 

including the Appendix.

Cover Sheet



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet A

• Describe your ideal surveillance 

system and its components.

• Include a sample budget for one year 

for the ideal surveillance system.

• Does the system meet the country’s 

goals for surveillance?

Ideal Surveillance System and 

Budget



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet B

• Describe the program and the efforts 

you intend to sustain.

Program Summary



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet C

• Describe the process you followed to 

create the sustainability plan.

• Consider recommendations from…

• Five -year review

• M&E Assessment

• Committee Meetings

• Project Officers

Overview of the Sustainability 

Planning Process



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet D

• Outline the current status for each 

element.

• Highlight the program’s strengths 

and weaknesses as they currently 

stand

Key Elements for Sustainability



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet E

• Outline the objectives, rationale, 

action steps, timeframe , and 

resources for each element in the 

work plan.

• Outline the five-year goals for the 

program.

Objectives, Rationale, Action 

Steps, Timeframe, and Resources



Sustainability Guide: Worksheet F

• Using the previous worksheets as 

well as recommendations from the 

committee, design a realistic 

surveillance system.

• Include a sample budget for one year 

for the surveillance system.

• Does the system meet the country’s 

goals for surveillance?

Proposed Surveillance System 

and Budget



Sustainability Guide: Appendix A

• Provides additional instructions for 

Worksheet E - Objectives, Rationale, 

Actions Steps, Timeframe, and 

Resources.

Appendix A



Sustainability Guide: Appendix B

• Provides a table that allows the 

grantee to analyze the costs spent 

each year during the cooperative 

agreement.

Appendix B – Cost Analysis



TIMELINE AND NEXT STEPS



IDEAL TIMELINE

Definition

Framework

1

2

Form 

Committee

3 4

Identify 

Objectives, 

Rationale, and 

Action Steps

Outline and 

Prioritize 

Needs

Develop Plan:

Revise As Needed

5



NEXT STEPS – GOING FORWARD…

How will YOU develop YOUR plan?

Suggestions…

� Review Sustainability Guide and Results from 5-year Surveillance Review

� Outline Goals and Objectives

� Complete Worksheets A and B

� Form Committee

� Develop Meeting Schedule (Committee)

� Assess Program – Complete Worksheet D

� Outline and Prioritize Needs

� Develop Action Steps - Complete Worksheets C and E

� Begin to Develop Plan – Complete Worksheet F

� Send Plan to Project Officer for Review and Feedback


